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Abstract 
The interaction of porcine gastric mucin (PGM) with polycations possessing amine functional 
groups, including polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH), poly-l-lysine (PLL) and polyethyleneimine 
(PEI), was examined from a tribological standpoint at a self-mated polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) 
interface. In all cases, PGM interacted with the cationic polymers, leading to a smaller size of the 
aggregates compared to PGM, surface charge compensation, and distortion of the PGM protein 
conformation. But, a synergistic lubrication effect was clearly observed only from the 1/1 (w/w) 
mixture of PGM with branched PEI (B-PEI) where the friction coefficient was reduced by two 
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orders of magnitude compared to neat PGM or B-PEI in the speed range of 0.25 – 100 mm/s. This 
was attributed to the smallest hydrodynamic size and “sphere-like” conformation of B-PEI due to 
high degree of branching, which favors tenacious complexation with PGM, fast surface adsorption, 
and continuous reformation of the lubricating layer under cyclic tribostress in pin-on-disc 
tribometry. 
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1. Introduction 
Mucus is a biological hydrogel that coats the respiratory, gastrointestinal, and reproductive tracts. 
One of its main roles is to protect and lubricate the underlying epithelial tissue surfaces [1]. The 
main macromolecular components of mucus are mucins, which are responsible for the gel formation 
and physicochemical properties of mucus. Mucins are composed of a linear protein backbone chain, 
where the central region is heavily glycosylated whereas C- and N-termini are mostly 
unglycosylated. Monomeric mucin molecules are often simplified as a triblock copolymer with 
alternating hydrophobic–hydrophilic–hydrophobic domains. Due to the distinct amphiphilicity, 
mucins can readily form hydrophilic layers on hydrophobic surfaces in aqueous solution and have 
received considerable interest from a biotribological point of view [2-10]. 
One of the most extensively studied subjects with mucus and mucins is their interaction with 
hydrophilic polymers of both synthetic and natural origins showing strong interaction, i.e. 
“mucoadhesion” [11-21]. The focus of those studies is mainly to characterize the interaction 
mechanism and strength, as motivated by the potential use of mucoadhesive polymers in drug 
delivery applications. Some examples of polymers that have been frequently examined are chitosan 
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[11,12], poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) [13-15], poly(ethylene glycol) [16,17], alginate [18,19], and 
pectin [20,21]. The lubricating properties of mucins [7-10] can be greatly influenced by the 
interaction with such polymers. For example, we have recently reported that the interaction of PGM 
with chitosan can lead to an adsorbed layer of greatly improved lubricating and wear resistance 
properties compared to neat PGM or chitosan at a compliant hydrophobic interface due to 
electrostatic attraction, compaction of PGM molecules, and strong cohesion of the mucin-polymer 
aggregates [22]. However, the interaction of PGM with chitosan was studied only at acidic 
environment (pH 3) and very low polymer concentration (0.1 mg/mL) because of the poor solubility 
of chitosan (chitosan is nearly insoluble in neutral aqueous solution). As electrostatic attraction 
plays a significant role in the formation of aggregates between PGM and chitosan [22], it is 
reasonable to assume that similar “synergetic lubricating effects” may occur even in neutral pH if 
polycations that are dissolvable in neutral pH aqueous solutions are employed instead. 
In the present study, we have considered a number of polycations displaying high solubility in 
neutral pH aqueous conditions, namely  polyallylamine hydrochloride (PAH), poly-l-lysine (PLL), 
and polyethyleneimine (PEI) (both linear and branched), and investigated their interaction with 
PGM with a focus on the influence on the lubricating properties of PGM-polymer mixtures. While 
all three types of polycations are expected to show electrostatic attraction with polyanionic PGM at 
neutral pH, the interaction can be different due to different molecular structures in the amine-based 
cationic moieties (Scheme 1). PAH has one primary amine per monomer whereas linear PEI (L-
PEI) has secondary amines only and branched PEI (B-PEI) has a mixture of primary, secondary, 
and tertiary amines, respectively. Furthermore, PLL has also exclusively primary amines as end-
moieties of side alkyl chains, but has secondary amines in the polypeptide backbone. Thus, different 
pKa values and degree of ionization of primary, secondary, and tertiary amine groups in these 
polycations in neutral pH conditions may result in different strength of electrostatic attraction with 
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PGM. Moreover, varying distribution of primary, secondary, and tertiary amine groups as well as 
hydrophobic moieties in these polycations can have an influence on non-electrostatic interactions 
with PGM, such as hydrogen bonding or hydrophobic interaction. Lastly, many other factors than 
the strength of interaction between PGM and the polycations may also influence the lubricating 
capabilities of their mixtures, such as molecular weight (e.g. PAH and PLL in this study) and 
polymer architecture (e.g. linear and branched configuration for PEI in this study). Given an array 
of polycations with varying molecular size/structure and chemical functional groups, this study is 
expected to provide an insight on the parameters that facilitate the synergetic lubricating effect with 
PGM.    
 
 
Scheme 1. Molecular structure of the monomeric units of: a) PAH, b) L-PEI, c) B-PEI and d) PLL. 
 
2. Materials and Methods 
 
2.1 Mucins and chemicals 
PGM (Type III: partially purified, bound sialic acid 0.5 – 1.5%), PAH, PEI and PLL were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Denmark Aps, Brøndby, Denmark). Two types of PAH with low 
Mw (15 kDa, product code: 1001791626) and high Mw (900 kDa, product code: 1001758424) were 
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employed and denoted as “PAH15” and “PAH900”, respectively. Two different kinds of PEI were 
used, branched (product code: 101535547) and linear (product code: 1001990418), both with Mn ≈ 
10 kDa, and denoted as “B-PEI10” and “L-PEI10”, respectively. The Mw of PLL was either 23 kDa 
(product code: 100179162) or 230 kDa (product code: 1001791367), and thus they were denoted as 
“PLL23” and “PLL230”, respectively. All chemicals were laboratory grade and purchased also 
from Sigma Aldrich (Brøndby, Denmark). PGM and the polymer solutions were prepared at a 
concentration of 1 mg/mL in phosphate buffer saline (PBS, 10 mM, no extra salts, pH 7.2), to 
provide a high bulk macromolecule concentration necessary for effective lubrication [10,22]. It 
should be noted that PAH solutions in PBS displayed turbidity at this concentration (see Figure S1 
in Supplementary Data). All PGM:polymer mixtures were prepared from the 1 mg/mL solutions of 
PGM and the polymers so that the total polymer concentration [PGM + polymer] in the final 
mixture remained at 1 mg/mL. Unless otherwise stated, all experiments were started within 1 h after 
preparation of the mixture. The pH of all solutions was maintained at 7.2 using HCl or NaOH 
solution to compensate for the effect of the amine-based polycations. 
 
2.2 Dialysis of PGM 
500 mg of PGM was dissolved at the concentration of 10 mg/mL in an aqueous solvent of 10 mM 
Na-phosphate with pH adjusted at 7.4. The PGM solution was dialyzed in CE BioTech tubing with 
100 kDa MWCO (Spectrum Labs) against MilliQ water for 20 h with solvent exchange after the 
first 2 h. Sample was then freeze-dried in Christ Alpha 1-2 LD Freeze Dryer (SciQuip) for three 
days and stored at -20 °C until use. 
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2.3 Pin-on-disc tribometry and tribopair 
Tribological investigations were carried out with a pin-on-disc tribometer (CSM, Peseux, 
Switzerland). A loaded pin was slid in contact with a rotating disc at controlled rotation speeds. The 
pin was slid over a fixed track (radius: 3 mm) under a load L = 1 N while varying the speed of 
rotation from 100 to 0.25 mm/s. The Hertzian contact pressure was estimated to be 0.3 MPa based 
on the elasticity modulus of 2 MPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.5 for PDMS [10]. The friction force f 
was determined by a strain gauge. The coefficient of friction was calculated as µ = f/L. 
PDMS pins and discs were prepared as follows: the base fluid and crosslinker of Sylgard 184 
elastomer kit (Dow Corning, Midland, MI) were mixed at a ratio of 10:1. A gentle vacuum was then 
applied to remove air trapped in the mixture. Discs were cast in a machined aluminum plate mold 
with flat wells designed to the dimensions (30 mm diameter  5 mm thickness) of the disc holder. 
For the discs, only the sides exposed to air during curing were used for tribological measurements. 
The pins were molded in a 96 microwell plate (NUNCLON Delta Surface, Roskilde, Denmark) in 
the same way described for the disc above. The PDMS mixtures were then cured at 70 °C 
overnight. 
 
2.4 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
The hydrodynamic radii for PGM, PAH15, PAH900, L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, PLL230 solutions 
and their mixtures were determined with a Brookhaven ZetaPALS instrument (Brookhaven 
Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY) based on phase analysis light scattering via ZetaPALS 
particle sizing software. Prior to analysis, cuvettes were cleaned with demineralized water and 
ethanol and stored dry. 1.7 mL of unfiltered sample solution was placed into clean and dried plastic 
cuvette. The DLS instrument analyzed each sample for at least three runs at 5 minutes per run. The 
multiple runs resulted in a combined output reading for the hydrodynamic diameter, DH. The DLS 
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software also used a dust filter algorithm based on standard deviation to exclude particles of 
unusually large size.  
 
2.5 Surface potential measurements  
The surface potentials (ζ) for PGM, PAH15, PAH900, L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, PLL230 
solutions and their mixtures were determined with a ZetaPALS instrument (Brookhaven 
Instruments Corporation, Holtsville, NY) using ζ potential analyzer software. Disposable cuvettes 
and the electrode were cleaned with Millipore water, ethanol, and then blown-dried with nitrogen. 
About 1.5 mL of sample was placed in the cuvette and then the electrode was carefully placed in the 
cuvette avoiding any spillage. The electrode was always preconditioned in 0.5 M KCl solution for 
one cycle consisting of 300 runs before starting any measurement. Ten measurements were taken 
per sample. 
 
2.6 Optical waveguide lightmode spectroscopy (OWLS) 
OWLS experiments were carried out using an OWLS 210 Label-free Biosensor system 
(Microvacuum Ltd, Budapest, Hungary). OWLS is based on grating-assisted in-coupling of a He-
Ne laser into a planar waveguide coating (200-nm thick Si0.25Ti0.75O2waveguiding layer on 1 mm 
thick AF 45 glass, Microvacuum Ltd, Budapest, Hungary). 
Waveguides used in this study were coated with an ultrathin layer (~30 nm [10]) of polystyrene 
(Sigma Aldrich, Brøndby, Denmark) and a subsequent ultrathin layer of PDMS. Polystyrene was 
prepared at 6 mg/mL in toluene and spin-coated at 2500 rpm for 15 s. The PDMS base and curing 
agent (Sylgard 184 elastomer kit, Dow Corning, Midland, MI) were dissolved in hexane at a ratio of 
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10:3 (final concentration, 0.5 % w/w), spin-coated onto the waveguide at 2000 rpm for 25 s, and 
cured in an oven at 70 °C overnight. 
The PS/PDMS-coated waveguide was first exposed to PBS until a stable baseline was obtained. 
A programmable syringe pump (Model 1000-NE, New Era Pump Systems, Inc., NY) was employed 
to transport buffer solutions through flow cell containing the OWLS waveguide surface. 100 µL of 
solution sample was then injected via a loading loop. Upon observing an increase in surface 
adsorption, the pump was stopped for 30 minutes to allow for the adsorption in a static 
environment. After rinsing the flow cell with PBS, the adsorbed mass density data were calculated 
according to de Feijter’s equations. The refractive index increment (dn/dc) values, which are needed 
for the calculation of the adsorbed masses, were determined for each solution experimentally using 
an automatic refractometer (Rudolph, J157). The values determined were 0.125, 0.147, 0.141, 0.47, 
0.27, 0.223 and 0.224 cm3/g for PGM, PAH15, PAH900, L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, and PLL230, 
respectively. 
 
2.7 Circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy 
Circular dichroism (CD) spectra were acquired in a quartz cuvette with 1 mm path length (Hellma 
GmbH & Co. KG, Müllheim, Germany) using a Chirascan spectrophotometer (Applied 
Photophysics Ltd, Surrey, UK). Total polymer concentration in the cuvette was 1 mg/mL (w/v) for 
all samples. Far UV CD spectra were recorded from 280 to 190 nm with step size of 1 nm and 
bandwidth of 1 nm and near UV CD spectra were recorded from 400 to 250 nm with step size of 1 
nm and bandwidth of 1 nm. The measurements were performed at room temperature (22 °C). The 
presented data are average of two independent measurements, each averaged of five scans. 
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3. Results 
3.1 Friction measurements by pin-on-disc tribometry 
Figure 1 shows the tribological properties of the PDMS/PDMS sliding interface in solutions of 
PGM or its mixtures with PAH15, PAH900, L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, and PLL230 at 
[PGM]/[Polymer] = 1 (w/w) ratio (1 mg/mL in total polymer concentration).  
 
 Figure 1. Coefficient of friction vs. speed plots from PDMS/PDMS sliding interface as 
characterized with pin-on-disc tribometry at 1 N load for PGM and its mixtures with PAH15, 
PAH900, L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, and PLL230 at [PGM]/[Polymer] = 1 weight ratio. The error 
bars for high COF data are typically smaller than each data symbol sizes. 
 
The coefficients of friction obtained for solutions containing only PGM or the polymer (before 
mixing), namely the two PAHs and two PLLs (Figure 2) as well as two PEIs (not shown), were 
high and very close to those of buffer solution (PBS) in the entire speed range of the study. The 
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poor lubricating properties of PGM are in agreement with past studies at this concentration and pH 
[10]. All mixtures showed a decrease in friction of about two orders of magnitude in the high speed 
regime ( 10 mm/s) where the lubricating capabilities of the various mixtures were 
indistinguishable from each other. As the sliding speed decreased and the boundary lubrication 
mode was activated, friction increased to values close to those of buffer in all cases, with the 
notable exception of the PGM:B-PEI10 mixture, for which the coefficient of friction remains at ca. 
0.02 to the lowest speed in this study, i.e. 0.25 mm/s. The improvement in the boundary lubricating 
properties of PGM:L-PEI10 was also significant although somewhat inferior to that of PGM:B-
PEI10. It should be noted that this synergetic lubricating effects of PGM:PEIs, especially PGM:B-
PEI10, was observed only when PGM and polymers were present in bulk solutions at a sufficiently 
high concentration (1 mg/mL in this study). Exchange of polymer solution with buffer, leaving a 
monolayer of PGM:PEIs on the PDMS surfaces, did not improve lubricating properties compared to 
PBS. 
One possible reason for the insufficient boundary lubricating properties of most of the 
PGM:polycation mixtures may be that their optimum mixing ratio for best lubricating efficiency 
may be not 1:1 w/w ratio that was employed for the experiments in Figure 2. Thus, the mixtures of 
PGM with PAH15, PAH900, PLL23, and PLL230 were also examined at different weight ratios, 
yet PGM being still dominant in the overall composition (Figure 2). It is to note that pure polymer 
solutions were not presented as the polymers alone do not show lubricating properties at 
PDMS/PDMS interface. As can be seen in Figure 2, the best lubricity is manifested at the 
[PGM]/[Polymer] = 1 w/w ratio for all the polycations studied.  
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Figure 2. Coefficient of friction vs speed data of PDMS/PDMS sliding interface as characterized 
with pin-on-disc tribometry at 1 N load obtained in the polymeric solutions of: a) PGM and PAH15, 
b) PGM and PAH900, c) PGM and PLL23, d) PGM and PLL230. Mixtures are denoted by the 
[PGM]/[Polymer] weight ratio. The error bars for high COF data are typically smaller than each 
data symbol sizes. 
 
3.2 Adsorption on PDMS studied by OWLS 
Figure 3 shows the adsorbed masses of PGM, PAH15, PAH900, L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, 
PLL230 and the [PGM]/[Polymer] =1 w/w mixtures on PDMS surface as characterized by OWLS. 
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Figure 3. Surface adsorbed masses on PDMS-coated waveguides as characterized by OWLS at pH 
7.2 from PGM, PAH15, PAH900, L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, and PLL230 solutions and the 
[PGM]/[Polymer] = 1 w/w mixtures (concentration = 1 mg/mL in all cases). A horizontal line 
(dotted black) indicates the average adsorbed mass of PGM. 
 
The single component polymer solutions can be divided into two groups according to their 
adsorption behavior onto the PDMS surface. The first group, including L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, 
and PLL230, shows very low adsorbed masses, namely less than 30 ng/cm2, whereas the second 
group, including PGM, PAH15 and PAH900, shows the adsorbed masses higher than ca. 150 
ng/cm2. The low adsorbed masses for the first group are understandable in terms of the strong 
hydrophilicity of the polymers which leads to weak interaction with the PDMS, as well as the 
positive charge characteristics which increases the repulsion between the adsorbed molecules onto 
the nonpolar PDMS surface. Meanwhile, the unglycosylated hydrophobic patches in the C- and N-
termini of PGM function as anchoring units onto the PDMS surface and lead to higher adsorbed 
masses [1,23-25]. PAH15 and PAH900 do not possess distinct localized hydrophobic patches as 
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PGM, yet showed the highest adsorbed mass onto the PDMS ( 300 ng/cm2). This can be attributed 
to the hydrophobic backbone chain of PAH, allowing for the hydrophobic interaction with the 
PDMS surfaces in aqueous environment [26]. However, due to the possible complexation of PAH 
with phosphate ions in PBS discussed in detail below, the adsorption mechanism of PAH onto 
PDMS surface may be quite complex.” 
Interestingly, the influence of mixing with PGM on the adsorbed mass changes was opposite 
for these two groups. For L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, and PLL230, the adsorbed mass increased 
significantly as a result of interaction with PGM, whereas for PAH15 and PAH900 rather decreased 
substantially. The adsorbed masses of the mixtures of PGM with the former group ranged from ca. 
70 to 150 ng/cm2, which represent three- to four-fold increase, and those for the latter were slightly 
less than 100 ng/cm2, which represents three- to four-fold decrease. In view of PGM, however, the 
changes in the adsorbed mass as a result of mixing with polymers were not as drastic. An exception 
was the PGM:B-PEI10 mixture which led to an increase of the adsorbed mass by 17%. The mixing 
of PGM with PAH15, PAH900, or L-PEI10 led to a decrease in the adsorbed mass by ca. 35% on 
average, and the mixing of PGM with PLL23 or PLL230 showed comparable adsorbed mass to 
PGM alone. It is thus important to note that changes in adsorbed mass were not directly correlated 
with improvement of lubricating properties (Figs 1-2). 
 
3.3 Hydrodynamic radius and surface potential  
Figure 4 shows hydrodynamic diameter (DH) distribution of PGM, PAH15, PAH900, L-PEI10, B-
PEI10, PLL23, PLL230, and their mixtures with PGM at 1 [PGM]/[Polymer] weight ratio. 
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Figure 4. Intensity-weighted distribution of the hydrodynamic diameter DH for PGM and mixtures 
with (a) PAH15, (b) PAH900, (c) L-PEI10, (d) B-PEI10, (e) PLL23, and (f) PLL230 at 
[PGM]/[Polymer] = 1 w/w, as characterized by DLS. 
 
The distribution of DH of PGM molecules is quite broad, reflecting its polydispersity in size. The Z-
average DH values for the samples examined by DLS are listed in Table 1, also showing the ζ-
potential of the samples.  
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Table 1. DH and ζ-potential averaged values for PGM, PAH15, PAH900, L-PEI10, B-PEI10, 
PLL23, PLL230, and their mixtures at 1 [PGM]/[Polymer] weight ratio. 
 
Samples DH (nm) ζ-potential (mV) 
PGM 1439 ± 735 -11.0 ± 1.0 
PAH15 495 ± 11  40.9 ± 1.7 
[PGM]/PAH15] = 1  793 ± 115  -3.1 ± 1.6 
PAH900  588 ± 100 43.5 ± 1.5 
[PGM]/PAH900] = 1 737 ± 57 -6.2 ± 1.7 
L-PEI10 262 ± 97 11.7 ± 1.1 
[PGM]/[L-PEI10] = 1 1014 ± 244 -0.5 ± 1.4 
B-PEI10 13 ± 2  8.9 ± 1.1 
[PGM]/[B-PEI10] = 1  605 ± 168 -2.9 ± 1.4 
PLL23 178 ± 66 12.6 ± 1.0 
[PGM]/[PLL23] = 1  840 ± 160 -4.2 ± 1.6 
PLL230 323 ± 76 13.8 ± 3.0 
[PGM]/[PLL230] = 1  869 ± 168  5.3 ± 1.5 
 
All single component polymeric solutions exhibit a diameter lower than that of PGM, with B-PEI10 
being the lowest (13  2 nm). It is to note that PAH15 are exceptionally monodispersed with the DH 
of 495 ± 11 nm, whereas the DH of all the other polymers was more broadly distributed. More 
importantly, the measured Z-average of DH is too high to be regarded as the hydrodynamic size of 
single polymer chains of PAH15, considering its relatively small molecular weight [27]. It should 
also be stressed that the turbidity of PAH solutions mentioned above (section 2.1) was observed 
only when the polymers were dissolved in PBS. In neat water, e.g. Millipore water, however, PAH 
solutions were transparent and revealed much smaller DH distributions (Figure S1, Supplementary 
Data). These observations suggest that phosphate ions in PBS may form complexes with multiple 
PAH molecules via electrostatic attraction. It has been well known that PAH can form complex 
structures not only with polyanions with comparable size [28,29], but also with much smaller 
anionic surfactants, such as potassium hydrogen phthalate [30] or sodium dodecyl sulfate [31]. In 
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fact, the complexation with phosphate ions can occur with all the other polycations even though the 
magnitude/pattern of complexation and its portion in the polymer solution could be significantly 
different for each case. This effect is most outstanding in the case of PAH15 for its relatively 
smaller molecular weight and the prevalence of the complex with nearly no free PAH15 unimers in 
PBS. Even though the detailed structure of PAH:phosphate complex was not determined, the 
protonated amines groups are expected to be residing on the surface, judging from very highly 
positive ζ-potentials to be discussed below (Table 1). In all cases, upon mixing PGM with the 
polymers, the distribution of DH of PGM shifted towards lower values, while the DH peaks of the 
single polymeric solution vanished. As observed in the previous study of PGM interacting with 
chitosan [22], the result of the interaction of PGM with all the polycations in this study is the 
contraction in its size, indicating a strong attraction. This is expected since all polymers in this study 
are positively charged while PGM is negatively charged at pH 7.2. Thus, when the positively 
charged molecules interact with PGM, they can form aggregates via electrostatic attraction, leading 
to shrinkage in DH of PGM. For the case of PAHs, it remains unclear if PAH:phosphate complex 
structure is sustained or disassembled to interact with PGM in the course of forming aggregates 
based on DLS data alone. Lastly, PGM:B-PEI10 is the aggregate with the smallest hydrodynamic 
diameter, less than half of that of PGM alone. 
As expected, all polycations exhibited positive surface charges, while PGM showed a negative one. 
In all the mixtures, surface charge compensation was observed, e.g. shift from -11.0 mV for PGM 
towards the less negative values for PGM:polymer mixtures. Even a charge inversion was observed 
for PGM:PLL230. The changes in ζ-potentials are not expected to provide stand-alone information 
to assess the interaction characteristics of oppositely charged particles in a mixture. However, given 
the contraction in DH upon mixing PGM and the polymers (Figure 4), the changes in ζ-potentials of 
the PGM:polymer solutions may be considered as a result of aggregation between them. For 
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instance, the PGM:L-PEI10 aggregates show the surface potential closest to zero, with PGM:B-
PEI10 and PGM:PAH15 being the next closest ones to surface electroneutrality. Nevertheless, the 
trends in surface potential of the aggregates do not relate directly to those of the individual 
components. For example, although PAH900 has the highest positive surface potential as single 
component in this study, the aggregate that shows the highest positive potential after mixing with 
PGM is PGM:PLL230 rather than PGM:PAH900. This indicates that not only the net surface 
charges, but also structural features may play an important role in determining the surface charges 
of the resulting PGM:polycation aggregates. 
 
3.4 Conformational changes: CD spectroscopy 
CD spectroscopy is a powerful tool to characterize the conformational features of proteins [32]. A 
previous study has shown that CD spectroscopy can be further exploited to probe the 
conformational changes upon interaction of proteins with polymeric substances [33]. We have thus 
carried out CD spectroscopic measurements on PGM, PAH15, PAH900, B-PEI10, L-PEI10, 
PLL23, PLL230, and the mixtures of PGM:Polymers at 1 w/w weight ratio, to investigate the 
impact of mixing on the conformation of PGM. The far UV CD spectra (Figure 5) reflect the 
secondary structure of proteins such as PGM and PLL. 
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Figure 5. Far UV CD spectra of PGM and the mixtures with (a) PAH15, (b) PAH900, (c) B-PEI10, 
(d) L-PEI10, (e) PLL23, and (f) PLL230 at [PGM]/[Polymer] = 1 w/w. Blue line: signal of PGM, 
SPGM, red line: signal of polymer, SPOL, green line: signal of PGM:Polymer mixture as obtained 
experimentally, SEXP, dashed black line: Numerical value for PGM:Polymer mixture calculated as 
SNUM = 0.5·(SPGM + SPOL). Exceptionally for the graphs with PLL23 and PLL230, the horizontal 
axes start at 200 nm due to very high noise in the spectra at lower wavelengths. 
 
PGM showed a negative peak centered at 206 nm, characteristic of an overall random coil peptide 
chromophores [10]. Both PLL samples displayed a prominent positive peak with the maximum at 
around 220 nm, which was assigned to “extended helix” structure in previous studies [34,35]. While 
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a strong negative peak is also reported with minimum at ca. 195 nm [34,35], the relatively high 
concentration in this sample appeared to scatter the CD signals in the lower wavenumber region (< 
ca. 205 nm), and thus, they were not presented in the spectra, Figure 6 (e-f). Meanwhile, all 
synthetic polymers, including PAHs and PEIs, showed negligible or completely absent far UV CD 
signals. The concentration of chromophores in the mixtures of PGM:synthetic polymer in this 
study, i.e. from PGM, is half that of the neat PGM  solution (1 mg/mL). Therefore, PGM in these 
mixtures should display half the signal of neat PGM. If SPGM and SPOL are denoted as the signal of 
neat PGM solution (blue line in Figure 5) and that of the polymer (red line in Figure 5) at 1 mg/mL, 
respectively, then the numerical average of them (SNUM) is calculated as SNUM = 0.5·(SPGM + SPOL) 
(black, dotted line in Figure 5). If no interaction between them takes place, SNUM should be equal to 
that of the experimentally determined CD spectra of PGM:polymer mixtures (SEXP, green line in 
Figure 5) as the contribution of the polymer in the mixture to CD spectra would be absent other than 
in halving of the PGM signals due to dilution. As shown in Figure 6 (a)-(d) though, the 
experimentally acquired far-UV CD spectra for all the PGM:synthetic polymers are distinguished 
from the numerical averages of the two. In general, the absolute intensities of SEXP are larger than 
those of SNUM although the magnitude of difference varied depending on the polymer mixed with 
PGM. Higher intensities of the negative peaks centered at ca. 206 nm indicate that the structure of 
PGM:polymer aggregates was more compact than that of neat PGM [36]. Thus, it can be concluded 
that the randomly coiled PGM structure was contracted as a result of mixing with the four types of 
synthetic polymers in this study. For the cases of the two PLLs (Figure 5(e) and (f)), not only PGM, 
but also PLL displays a characteristic peak in the region from ca. 210 nm to 230 nm. Nevertheless, 
the difference between SNUM and SEXP for the mixtures PGM:PLL23 and PGM:PLL230 was as clear 
as for the other mixture solutions, indicating that conformational changes due to interaction with the 
proteins also occurred in these cases.  
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Figure 6. Near UV CD spectra of PGM and the mixtures with (a) PAH15, (b) PAH900, (c) L-
PEI10, (d) B-PEI10, (e) PLL23, and (f) PLL230 at [PGM]/[Polymer] = 1 w/w. Blue line: signal of 
PGM, SPGM, red line: signal of polymer, SPOL, green line: signal of PGM:Polymer mixture as 
obtained experimentally, SEXP, dashed black line: Numerical value for PGM:Polymer mixture 
calculated as SNUM = 0.5·(SPGM + SPOL). 
 
Figure 6 shows the near UV spectra of PGM, PAH15, PAH900, L-PEI10, B-PEI10, PLL23, 
PLL230, and their mixtures of [PGM]/[Polymer] = 1 weight ratio. Near UV spectra are known to 
reflect the tertiary structure of proteinaceous macromolecules [37]. In particular, near UV CD 
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signals in 260 to 280 nm are generally assigned to the aromatic side chains [32], which are present 
only in the C- and N-terminal regions of mucins. Thus, the prominent positive peak at around 270 
nm in near UV CD spectrum of PGM can be attributed to tertiary structural features caused by the 
hydrophobic moieties in the terminal regions. Moreover, the appearance of near UV CD signals 
exclusively from PGM in this study allows for an easy tracking of its conformational changes upon 
interaction with the polycations. In our study, SEXP deviated from the SNUM for all mixtures, and 
generally SEXP had smaller peak intensities than SNUM. This indicates that in all cases the interaction 
of PGM with cationic polymers results in weakening the tertiary structure of PGM in the terminal 
regions. Diminished charge characteristics of PGM as a result of interaction with polycations drive 
reduced tendency to shield hydrophobic moieties at the terminal regions, and thus exposed aromatic 
side chains to solvent can freely move to weaken chirality and peak intensities at around 270 nm. In 
other words, polycations act similarly with acids in weakening the tertiary structure at the terminal 
regions of PGM [10]. This deviation is largest for the case of PGM:B-PEI10 and PGM:PLL230 
aggregates, which means that B-PEI10 and PLL230 are the polymers that have the strongest effect 
on the tertiary structure in the terminal regions of PGM. 
 
4. Discussion  
The interaction of PGM with various cationic polymers was examined with an emphasis on the 
lubricating efficiency of PGM:polymer mixtures at the PDMS/PDMS sliding interface in neutral pH 
aqueous solution. Although many of the polycations considered in this study showed a strong 
interaction with PGM, only mixtures with PEIs and particularly B-PEI10 led to a significant 
improvement of lubrication in the boundary lubrication. Namely, the coefficient of friction 
decreased from ca. 0.60 to 0.02 for speeds as low as 0.25 mm/s for the case of B-PEI10. 
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Given that all polymers are positively charged and PGM is negatively charged under the 
experimental conditions in this study, electrostatic attraction between PGM and the polycations play 
a major role in the interaction mechanism between them. This is supported by the contraction of the 
PGM:polycation due to decreased intramolecular electrostatic repulsion of the PGM molecules and 
formation of aggregates with the polycations  (Figure 4) and positive shift of the overall surface 
potential (ζ-potential) due to surface charge compensation (Table 1). Stronger intensities of the 
negative peak at 208 nm in the far UV CD spectra of PGM:polymer mixtures, SEXP, than the 
calculated average of them, SNUM (Figure 5), are consistent with the contracted hydrodynamic size 
of PGM by DLS, because the absolute signal intensity of the random coil features of mucins is 
greater when the structure is more compact [36]. However, the fact that the surface charges of the 
polycations (ζ-potentials) (Table 1) do not appear to linearly correlate with the resulting effects in 
surface recharge, hydrodynamic size, and conformation of the PGM:polymer aggregates also 
suggests that the electrostatic attractions between PGM and the polymer do not suffice to explain  
the changes addressed above. In fact, the interaction of PGM with these polymers at pH 7 can be 
enabled via not only electrostatic attraction but also other interaction forces such as hydrogen 
bonding, Van der Waals forces, and hydrophobic interactions. For example, changes in tertiary 
structure of PGM after mixing with polymers (Figure 6) suggest that hydrophobic interactions may 
operate between PGM and the polycations. The near UV CD signal in the region 260 – 280 nm is 
sensitive to the tertiary structural features surrounding aromatic side groups, which are known to be 
present exclusively in the terminal regions of mucins, although electrostatic attractions can also 
occur in this region. On the other hand, hydrophobic interactions alone cannot account for the 
interaction either, since the increase of Mw of PAH and PLL, both comprising hydrophobic groups, 
did not reveal any appreciable effects in the interaction with PGM. Moreover, the abundance of 
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various hydrogen bonding donors and acceptors in both the amine-based polycations and PGM may 
readily contribute to the interaction between them. 
Effective interaction between PGM and polycations in bulk solution can affect their lubricity 
mainly because of two reasons. Firstly, it affects the adsorption process onto the PDMS surface, in 
terms of both amount and stability. Among the polycations examined, the two PAHs are expected to 
have the highest positive charge density (Table 1), as the degree of ionization of amine groups in 
PAH at neutral pH typically reaches ca. 85% [26]. In comparison, the degree of ionization of amine 
groups for B-PEI and L-PEI at neutral pH is reported to be only ca. 50% and 30-45%, respectively 
[26], due to the presence of secondary or tertiary amines, which may also account for their lowest 
positive ζ-potentials (Table 1). However, polycations with higher positive charge density do not 
necessarily lead to a more favorable interaction with PGM; too highly positive ζ-potential of 
polycations (e.g. ca. 41 mV for PAH15 and 43 mV for PAH900) compared to the ζ-potentials of 
PGM, ca. 11 mV at pH 7.2 (Table 1), may result in weaker interaction due to insufficient charge 
compensation. In this sense, it should be noted that the ζ-potentials of the aggregates of PGM:L-
PEI10 and PGM:B-PEI10 are closest to neutral, i.e. cancelling out the charges of the two oppositely 
charged macromolecules most effectively. This is important for favorable adsorption of PGM, 
polycations or their aggregates onto the PDMS surfaces as the adsorption of charged 
macromolecules onto nonpolar surfaces tends to be hindered by electrostatic repulsion between 
them on the surface [38,39]. For example, the increase of the adsorbed masses of PGM:PEIs and 
PGM:PLLs compared to those of their respective component (Figure 3) can be correlated with the 
accompanying shift of their ζ-potentials towards zero (Table 1). Ultimately, this is one of the 
important contributing factors to the improved lubricating properties of PGM:polymer aggregates 
[39]. A notable exception is the adsorption behavior of PAHs; as shown in Figure 3, the adsorbed 
masses of PAH15 and PAH900 decrease drastically upon mixing with PGM, even though their ζ-
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potentials also shifted significantly towards zero (Table 1). The adsorption behavior of PAH and its 
aggregates with PGM onto PDMS surface is particularly complicated due to the presence of 
PAH:phosphate complex in PBS. A distinct turbidity of the PAH solutions in PBS indicates that 
PAH:phosphate complex is overall less soluble due to higher hydrophobicity and it drives a 
substantially higher amount of adsorption onto PDMS surface. Nevertheless, as the positive charge 
moieties (-NH3+) and hydrophobic hydrocarbon backbones are located very close to each other, a 
high charge density/electrostatic repulsion is also expected on non-polar substrate surfaces, leading 
to a weak adsorption of PAH. The complete lack of lubricity (Figure 2) despite enormous amount of 
adsorbed mass (Figure 3) of both PAH molecules alone supports the weak nature of the surface 
adsorption onto PDMS surface. Thus, the surface adsorption of PGM:PAH mixture can be mainly 
driven by free or liberated PGM from the aggregates. Furthermore, the hydrodynamic sizes of the 
two PAHs are the largest of all the polycations examined, which is also resulted from the formation 
of PAH:phosphate complex involving multiple PAH molecules as mentioned above. Moreover, the 
shrink in hydrodynamic size upon mixing with PGM is the smallest for PAHs, which further 
supports that aggregative interaction with PGM is least effective for PAHs or PAH:phosphate 
complexes. Lastly, this also suggests that the interaction between PAH and PGM, as well as its 
adsorption and lubricating effects at PDMS-PDMS interface, could be significantly different if 
aqueous solvent with no or other anions than phosphates are employed. 
Secondly, the size and the changes in the size of the polycations upon interaction with PGM are 
important also because the lubricating layer is not robust enough to withstand the tribostress in the 
pin-on-disc tribometry experiments. As the pin slides on the PDMS surface, the adsorbed molecules 
are gradually removed due to tribostress allowing direct PDMS-PDMS contact and the 
corresponding increase in friction. However, if the aggregates in solution are capable of re-
adsorbing fast enough onto the exposed areas of the PDMS the proteinaceous film is “healed” and 
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friction forces can be maintained low [40,41]. This is because the adsorption of PGM onto PDMS is 
initially diffusion-controlled [23,24], and hence, the smaller the aggregates' size, the faster they re-
adsorb onto the surface “healing” the exposed areas. In fact, B-PEI10, which provided the most 
effective synergy in the lubricating properties upon mixing with PGM, is by an order of magnitude 
smaller in hydrodynamic diameter (13 nm) than the rest of the polymers (178 - 588 nm) and two 
orders of magnitude smaller than PGM (1439 nm). The exceptionally smaller hydrodynamic size of 
B-PEI10, even taking into account the molecular weights of the examined polycations arises from 
the fact that it is the only branched polymer in this study. While the theoretical degree of branching 
for B-PEI is 33% [26], NMR analysis in a previous study on the commercially available branched 
PEI [42] showed that the degree of branching of B-PEI10 in this study (Sigma) reaches nearly 50%, 
which may generate an even denser conformation in bulk solution and reduce the hydrodynamic 
size. This feature is very advantageous for B-PEI10 to penetrate deeper into the much larger and 
loose PGM random coil, leading to the enhanced aggregative interaction between them. The smaller 
size of PGM:B-PEI10 aggregates compared to other aggregates is also an important factor for the 
synergetic lubricating effects. For larger polycations with sizes comparable to that of PGM, 
electrostatic attraction between them may occur on the surface level only. For extensive 
entanglement and/or interpenetration between PGM and such polycations, uncoiling of both 
macromolecules should accompany in the course of aggregation, which could be 
thermodynamically rather unfavorable. While the large hydrodynamic sizes of PAHs are chiefly 
originated from the complexation with phosphate ions, the influence of the polycation size on the 
efficacy in the interaction with PGM remains valid. The difference of electrostatic interaction 
between PGM and polycations with significantly different sizes is schematically presented in 
scheme 2. 
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Scheme 2. A schematic illustration of the difference in the interaction modes between PGM and 
large polycations, such as PAH (or its aggregates) or PLL, vs. small polycation, such as B-PEI, in 
this study. 
 
5. Conclusions 
In this study, the lubricating synergy of PGM with a series of cationic polymers, including 
PAH, PLL, B-PEI and L-PEI, was examined at a hydrophobic interface (PDMS/PDMS). Although 
all polycations employed in this study interacted with PGM in solution, producing shrinkage of 
PGM size, surface recharge towards positive values, and distortion of PGM secondary and tertiary 
structures, B-PEI10 showed an exceptionally superior synergy in lubrication over the entire speed 
range examined. Namely, in the [PGM]/[B-PEI] = 1 w/w mixture solution (1 mg/mL in total 
concentration),  the friction coefficient was decreased by two orders of magnitude in the speed 
range of 0.25 to 100 mm/s (friction coefficient remained at ca. 0.02). The adsorbed mass of PGM 
onto PDMS increased only marginally when mixed with the polymers, even for the case of B-
PEI10, which shows that higher mass adsorption is not a prerequisite of effective lubrication 
synergy. Most of the PGM:Polymer pairs showed substantial reduction in absolute ζ potential 
values upon mixing, but as the PGM:PEI10 pair only showed exceptionally improved lubricating 
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properties, charge neutralization upon aggregation is not a sufficient condition for lubrication 
synergy. 
This study shows that the relative size of the PGM and polycations is one of the most crucial 
parameters for optimum lubricating synergy. When PGM and the polycation are comparable in size, 
the aggregation between them may occur on the surface level only. However, B-PEI is very 
compact due to its branched structure as well as the absence of bulky side groups in its monomeric 
unit, thus, possessing an order of magnitude smallest hydrodynamic diameter than the rest of the 
polymers. This allows for deeper penetration into the mucinous aggregate, leading to greater 
collapse of its size and greater distortion of its tertiary structure which results to its superior 
lubricant synergy. In turn, the most reduced size in PGM:B-PEI10 among all the PGM:polymer 
aggregates as a result of the most effective aggregation is another crucial factor contributing to 
effective lubrication synergy. Given that PGM:polymer layers, including PGM:B-PEI10, cannot 
effectively resist tribostress as monolayer lubricant film in aqueous environment, the ability of the 
aggregates to reform the lubricant film and “heal” the removed areas due to the cyclic tribostress 
from the PDMS surface is important. In this process, the smaller the aggregates, the faster they re-
adsorb onto these areas [22,40,41]. 
While associative interaction between oppositely charged macromolecules can be observed 
from many pairs, synergetic lubrication as a result of association is relatively much rarer. The 
present study has shown that there are more requirements for a pair of macromolecules to display 
synergetic lubricating properties beyond associative aggregation. Comparable charge density in two 
oppositely charged macromolecules is firstly important, but comparable hydrodynamic size in them 
can rather act as a barrier for more effective association between them. 
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